
Do you want to produce animated 
films? Are you interested in illustrating 
the world around you?  Open up a 
world of creativity at TUS Athlone 

This programme is unique to the midlands campus 
as no other educational provider offers a programme 
combining both animation and illustration at 
undergraduate or postgraduate level in Ireland. 
Graduates of the BA (hons) in Animation and Illustration 
will have the capacity to apply their advanced 
knowledge and understanding of the fundamentals of 
illustration and principles of animation to a broad range 
of areas within the animation and illustration sector in 
Ireland and internationally. Our students develop the 
capacity for independent learning as well as producing 
work collaboratively. Solid analytical and IT-related 
skills, as well as high levels of critical reasoning through 
the twin emphasis of both animation and illustration, 
are vital to creating strong, visually appealing and 
imaginative artwork. 

Our students develop into imaginative, confident and 
creative individuals capable of thriving and adapting 
to the rapidly changing visual culture and world of 
animated film and print illustration. 
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Career opportunities
With a host of successful home-grown Irish 
animation studios the opportunities within 
animated series, feature films and co-
productions has risen steadily over the past 
number of years. Ireland has talented and 
technically sophisticated studios creating 
content for print, television, cinema, video 
games and mobile platforms. 

What will I study?
Throughout the four year programme both 
animation and illustration are the main focus 
of the course content. Practical modules in 
animation, illustration  and life drawing cover 
both traditional and digital animation, comics, 
book design, concept art, digital illustration and 
figure studies. Students will also take modules 
in art and film theory, script-writing and 
placement preparation.  In Year 4 the student 
has the opportunity to propose and execute 
an individual final project within animation, 
illustration or both. 

Entry requirements
Grade H5 in two subjects, plus Grade O6 in four 
other subjects. Two of these subjects must be 
Mathematics and a language (English or Irish) 
Note: An F2 in Foundation Level Mathematics 
will be accepted as meeting the minimum 
Mathematics requirement. *For all applicants, 
portfolio presentation required.

QQI: QQI applicants to this programme must 
hold one of the following awards: Art (6M4029), 
Cartoon Animation (6M5545), , Interior Design 
(5M5054), Design (5M2208), Creative Craft 
(5M1981), Art, Craft, and Design (5M1984) 
, Art (5M1985), Creative Media (5M5048) , 
Multimedia Production (5M2146) or Graphic 
Design (5M1995). Distinctions are required 
in 3 modules. *For all applicants, portfolio 
presentation is required.

Portfolio requirements
All applicants must submit a portfolio of 
artwork for consideration. Each portfolio 
is worth an additional 600 points outside 
of leaving certificate points. The points 

requirements change each year. The most 
up-to-date information is available through the 
CAO website. You must apply through the CAO 
website. You will receive notification regarding 
when to submit your portfolio. Portfolio 
assessments in 2022 will be held in Athlone on 
March 3rd and 4th.

Portfolio guidelines
One completed sketchbook: Applicants must 
submit at least one sketchbook. The assessor 
is looking for evidence that the applicant is 
passionate about drawing. Drawing from life 
is important; observational, quick sketches 
that capture the world. Applicants can also 
include original character designs (no fan art), 
storyboards and comic pages.

8-10 pieces of artwork: These pieces should 
demonstrate the applicants skills in drawing 
and painting through tone, line, colour and 
mixed media. Explore everyday objects, pets, 
family and friends in everyday locations such as 
in the home or outside. Include photographs of 
large artwork. Animations should be uploaded 
to YouTube and a link should be emailed to 
portfolio@ait.ie before the submission date. 
Include your name as per your CAO application.

Student Testimonial
“My time at TUS Midlands 
has been an inspirational 
experience, allowing 
creative minds like myself to 
shine bright and prove their 
skills to become stand-
out, talented graduates. 

The well-structured course of Animation 
and Illustration provides an intimate learning 
ground similar to what is expected in a working 
environment, full of positive energy and caring 
staff who are driven to guide and assist you 
in your creative expression. What makes this 
course stand out is the integration of both 
traditional and digital animation as well as an 
impressive range of illustrative techniques 
which leads to some beautifully unique and 
varied creations.”
Shane Mc Dermott, BA (hons) in Animation and 
Illustration, 2021.  Animator at Cartoon Saloon.
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